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Stock Manager is a small, easy to use inventory management solution for small to medium sized
businesses. Built for Windows systems, this tool is designed to help you keep track of your inventory

while being quick and simple to use. Quick and simple inventory tracking Stock Manager is a free
Windows application that can help you increase productivity, save time and keep you organized. By
entering your inventory details you can quickly generate reports to show you how your business is
doing. The app has a simple, intuitive interface so you can easily organize your business. Set Sale

Discounts The app also allows you to set sale discounts if you have certain conditions met. You can
even create multiple discount levels so that sales can receive different discounts. Check out the
app's in-depth tutorial and help section to learn about all the features and set up your discount

levels. Manage Sales As a business grows, you may find yourself having to manage large volumes of
sales and inventory. Sales are tracked through a user friendly interface that allows you to quickly

sort your inventory and create invoices. To organize your new sales you can create categories and
assign them to your sales categories. Once you have organized your inventory, you can send an

automatic email to your customers to inform them about your new product. Customize The
customizable options of the application provide you with a variety of ways to make Stock Manager

work for you. The app's advanced settings allow you to add your own company logo or add a website
URL, change the inventory details or set new sale discounts. *Note* Stock Manager is a licensed

application, which means there is a limited number of computers on which the app will run. The app
is not available for iOS and Android. Our customers have been asking for an app for their

smartphones, and we are currently developing a mobile version of Stock Manager. Stock Manager
features SIMPLE Stock Manager is a simple, easy to use inventory management solution. FLEXIBLE
Stock Manager can be personalized to suit your needs. EXCELLENT VALUE Stock Manager is a free

application that you can use to manage your inventory. Stock Manager is a simple, easy to use
inventory management solution for small and medium-sized businesses. Built for Windows systems,
this tool is designed to help you keep track of your inventory while being quick and simple to use.
Stock Manager is a free inventory tracking tool for Windows systems that allows you to enter your

inventory in order to generate
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FastSimple clean Application - Very simple and fast. Support Inventory in your store, you don't need
to understand how to calculate, just put stock item name, quantity and a price. > easy to use >
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Clean interface > Support multiple databases [Andy] as expected everything runs smoothly and
immediately. Created the inventory and has all the information we need. Not easy to find information
on the UI and I have to admit I couldn't get it to run on any other computers i tested it on (Windows

7, 8). No issues using the app, it does what it says. Now I need to figure out how to I can actually use
this in a POS type environment where the database is the same on every POS for multiple locations.

[5] Delete Stock by Location - Posted Jul 9, 2017 1:36 AM PDT in reply to [Andy] as expected
everything runs smoothly and immediately. The next three reviews show workarounds, so we feel we

have to give Andy a break. But, as others have pointed out, it's a free app, so we like to give him a
second chance with some of his reviews. In the first review, Andy says that the app doesn't help you
'find' the stock, but you have to search 'by location'. Well, no, that's not true, because the app does
provide this feature. If you look at the app's help page, you'll find a note that says, in part, 'Search
by location.' (click the image to enlarge) Look for the 'Find' button in the upper right corner of the
app, in the menu bar, and you can quickly locate the stock's location. In the second review, Andy

says that Stock Manager runs on Windows 7, but we have to assume that's a typo and that he meant
Windows 10. The system requirements for this app clearly state that it only works with local

databases. We can confirm that it also runs on Windows 7 (32-bit), but we've never tried it on
Windows 8. (And we suspect that it works on Windows 10 as well.) In the third review, Andy says he
was unable to get the app to launch on any Windows 7 machine. We believe this is a Windows 10
problem. In fact, in his comments, Andy admits the app only works on Windows 7. In our fourth

review, Andy says he was able to create a new database, 3a67dffeec
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Stock Manager is a lightweight utility that aims to help you better manage your store's inventory.
Subsequent to a typical, wizard-based installation procedure and upon launching the application, you
are prompted to enter the database credentials and, right off the bat, it's important to note that this
app only works with local databases. To get a basic understanding of what this app can do, start off
by selecting "Local" from the Database drop-down menu and by entering "admin" in the username
and password sections, followed by pressing the "Enter" key. You are greeted by the app's main
window that acts as a sort of virtual desktop for all the database entries and sub-windows. This is a
fairly oldschool approach, a fact also demonstrated by the user interface which would look more at
home on past versions of Windows. Basic set of features, simple UI There are, however, some good
news regarding the functionality, as the app's simplistic feature-set (at least in the basic version)
should make it quite approachable even for novices. You're bound to discover that most of the app's
features are readily accessible from the simple menu bar. For instance, from the Items menu, you
can add new stocks and sales. The Tools menu provides you with the option to access the app's
Settings section, effortlessly launch the Windows Calculator and, most importantly, create database
backups. You're also provided with the possibility of customizing your company by adding basic
information and loading logos. Set sale discounts after a specific number of items have been sold,
printing receipts, and accurate statistics regarding which items have been sold and within which
intervals is also something this little app can help you with. Non-impressive stock manager for little
shops To conclude, if you're running a small store and you're looking for a lightweight and
unpretentious app that can help you manage the inventory, then you might as well give Stock
Manager a quick try and see what's what. However, there's no denying that Stock Manager is
somewhat of an unusual application. The Help section should help you figure things out, but there's
no getting away from the fact that this app requires a bit of practice before it can be properly used.
Lastly, it's not exactly a polished product yet, as our tests on Windows 10 have pointed out.
Regardless of our efforts, the only OS we were able to run the app successfully on was Windows 7.
Size: 12.59 MB Stock Manager

What's New in the?

Stock Manager is a lightweight utility that aims to help you better manage your store's inventory.
Subsequent to a typical, wizard-based installation procedure and upon launching the application, you
are prompted to enter the database credentials and, right off the bat, it's important to note that this
app only works with local databases. To get a basic understanding of what this app can do, start off
by selecting "Local" from the Database drop-down menu and by entering "admin" in the username
and password sections, followed by pressing the "Enter" key. You are greeted by the app's main
window that acts as a sort of virtual desktop for all the database entries and sub-windows. This is a
fairly oldschool approach, a fact also demonstrated by the user interface which would look more at
home on past versions of Windows. Basic set of features, simple UI There are, however, some good
news regarding the functionality, as the app's simplistic feature-set (at least in the basic version)
should make it quite approachable even for novices. You're bound to discover that most of the app's
features are readily accessible from the simple menu bar. For instance, from the Items menu, you
can add new stocks and sales. The Tools menu provides you with the option to access the app's
Settings section, effortlessly launch the Windows Calculator and, most importantly, create database
backups. You're also provided with the possibility of customizing your company by adding basic
information and loading logos. Set sale discounts after a specific number of items have been sold,
printing receipts, and accurate statistics regarding which items have been sold and within which
intervals is also something this little app can help you with. Non-impressive stock manager for little
shops To conclude, if you're running a small store and you're looking for a lightweight and
unpretentious app that can help you manage the inventory, then you might as well give Stock
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Manager a quick try and see what's what. However, there's no denying that Stock Manager is
somewhat of an unusual application. The Help section should help you figure things out, but there's
no getting away from the fact that this app requires a bit of practice before it can be properly used.
Lastly, it's not exactly a polished product yet, as our tests on Windows 10 have pointed out.
Regardless of our efforts, the only OS we were able to run the app successfully on was Windows 7.
Read Old Hardware Store I was a bit fed
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System Requirements For Stock Manager:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 Processor: Intel Pentium 4, 2.0 GHz, 2.0 GHz or faster Memory: 1 GB
RAM DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 4 GB available space Additional Notes: 3 GB available space
for the installation files Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card with at least 512 MB of video RAM
DirectX: Version 9.0c compatible video card with at least 256 MB of video RAM Additional Notes:
Both the 64-bit
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